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Abstract: The Integrated Information The•:>ry of consciousness (IIT) has generated much excitement inside and 

outside the scientific community, and seems to many the leading contender for a satisfactory theory grounded 

in systems neuroscience. It is o bold theory, one that provides plausible explanations for various recognized 

neuroscientitic facts, makes surprising predictions that go beyond current scientific orthodoxy but are poten

tially testable, and has inspired development of what appears to be on effective technique for detecting the 

presence of consciousness in organisms incapable of verbal report, such as non-human animals, neonates, 

and severely brain-damaged adults. Despite these virtues, IIT appears fundamentally flawed: This paper first 

revisits some key conceptual and technical issues that hove been raised previously but remain unresolved-In 

particular, issues concerning IIT's concept of "mformat1on" and its approach to the "hard probl-em"-and then 

focuses on several empirical phenomena that llT seems unable to handle satisfactorily. These include: i. cases 

of multiple personallty or dissociative identity disorder in which complex and overlapping centers of conscious

ness co-occur in single human organisms; 2. the failure of the intense phenomenology of psychedelic states to 

be stroightforwordly reflected in accompanying neuroelectric activity; and, most critically; 3. the occurrence of 

profound and personally transformotive near-death experiences (NDEs) under extreme physiological condi

tions such as cardiac arrest, in which IIT predicts that no conscious experience whatsoever should be posslble. 

These empirical arguments show that IIT itself is untenable, and they apply also to its physicollst competitors 

Scientifically and phllosophicotly respectable alternatives, however, ore available. 

Keywords: consciousness, hard problem, reductionism, materialism, realist idealism, MPD/D1D, psy
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Provides pointers to scientifically and philosophical alternatives to the prevailing 

physicalist ·production· model of consciousness. 

The scientific and philosophical study of consciousness was well underway by the 

early 20th century, in the hands of people such as William Jomes and Henri Bergson, when 

it was abruptly derailed (and American experimental psychology in general overtaken) 

by the misguided radical behaviorism of James B. Watson and his followers. Even as late 

as the 1960s, when I was a graduate student in psychology, the word "consciousness" was 

rarely spoken in polite scientific company. That aversion has now largely subsided, mer

cifully, and consciousness research is once again flourishing. 

one central aspect of this contemporary renaissance is the emergence of a num

ber of neuroscience-based theories of consciousness, which though differing in many 

details are generically similar in overall form. specifically, they all portray the ongoing 

fluctuations of everyday consciousness as arising from, or at least being closely tied to, 

dynamically evolving large-scale patterns of neuroelectric activity spanning a wide

spread core brain system consisting of the thalamus and the interconnected neocortical 

territories with which it is massively and reciprocally connected. 

Integrated Information Theory (henceforth IIT} has become in the eyes of many the 

leading contender among such theories. This is certainly due in port to its high-profile 

provenance: Its principal developer, Giulio Tononi, began working on the theory in the 

1990s, during his tenure at the Neurosciences Institute in La Jolla with Nobel laureate Ger

ald Edelman, and he has subsequently been joined in its further development and pro

motion by Christo! Koch, another prominent neuroscientist and the principal protege of 

Nobel laureate Francis Crick. Together with various other colleagues, Tononi and Koch 

hove produced numerous papers and books about IIT, and hove recently created a non

profit foundation (Tiny Blue Dot) which seems devoted principally to its promotion. IIT has 



also evidently become the principal driver of the ongoing "adversarial collaboration" 

among competing neuroscientific theories of consciousness funded by the Templeton 

world Charities Foundation. Despite ,ts current popularity, however, IIT seems to suffer 

some very significant liabilities, both conceptual and empirical. To these I now turn, start

ing with a brief description of the theory itself. 

A Very Brief Sketch of IIT 

The beginnings of HT can be found in Edelman & Tononi (2000) and the distillation 

by Edelman (2003) of its underlying theoretical framework, but the theory has evolved 

significantly since that early period as Tononi and his later colleagues have progressively 

elaborated and formalized that original systems-level approach to the neurobiology of 

consciousness. The historical development can be traced through the accounts provided 

in Balduzzi & Tononi (2008, 2009), Koch (2012, 2019), Koch et al. (2016}, Oizumi et al. (2014), 

Tononi (2004, 2008, 2012, 2015), Tononi& Koch (2015), Tononi & Laureys (2009), and Tononi 

et al. (2016). The current version-"IIT 3.0"-was initially set forth by Oizumi et al. (2014) and 

is described also in Koch (2019) and Tononi (2015). Here I will not describe the theory in 

detail, but seek only to convey enough of its flavor to provide context for the critical re

marks to follow. 

IIT begins by attempting to characterize the essential phenomenological properties 

of conscious human experience (its "axioms"), and then seeks to infer what properties of 

a physical system such as the brain could potentially support, correspond to, or perhaps 

"explain" those phenomenological properties (its "postulates"). Following Tononi (2015), 

IIT's current axioms have been formulated in accordance with the governing principles 

that they should be about conscious experience itself; self-evident, or immediately given 

and not requiring derivation or proof; essential to all conscious experience; complete as 

a set, and thus leaving out nothing vital; consistent, or free of internal contradictions; and 

independent, in the sense that none can be derived from any combination of the others. 

IIT currently recognizes five such axioms. Ever so briefly, intrinsic existence captures 

the fact that every moment of consciousness is inherently actual or real and experienced 

from a particular subjective point of view. Composition points to the structure of con

scious experiences, which typically incorporate multiple phenomenological properties 

and distinctions. Information refers to the specificity of each individual experience, which 

allows it to be differentiated from many others that might have occurred but have not. 

Integration refers to the unity of each conscious experience, the fact that its potentially 

many parts are experienced simultaneously as a unified whole. Exclusion means essen

tially that only one such experience can occur at a time. Note in passing that Edelman & 

Tononi (2000) had recognized just two principal features of conscious experience, differ

entiation and integration, and that these remained the key features as late as Koch (2012, 

pp. 125-126). 

IIT holds that for each of its axioms there must be o corresponding property of a 

physical system such as the brain that can support ar account for it. Again, very briefly, 

intrinsic existence is claimed to arise in connection with any physical system that has 

causal power over itself (see below, however, for more on this}. Composition reflects the 

fact that the elements of such a system con be co-activated in many possible combina

tions or subsets. Information or differentiation depends on the size of the repertoire of 

possible states that a system can assume, and is measured in terms of the degree to 

which its present state constrains its own past and future states relative to thot total 



repertoire. Integration is effected through causal interactions among the parts of a sys

tem, and reflects the irreducibility of its current overall state to interactions among inde

pendent subsets of those parts. Exclusion results from the winner-take-all character of 

system operation, requiring that intrinsic existence be associated only with the sub-state 

of the current overall state that is maximally irreducible from the perspective of the sys

tem itself, neither more nor less. 

For more detailed explanations of these complex, difficult, and still-evolving basic 

concepts so fundamental to IIT, readers should consult the original sources identified 

above. Their formal development has resulted in three further aspects of IIT that are im

portant for my purposes here. First and most widely known is an information-theoretic 

quantity termed PHI {<!>,rhymes with "eye·), conceived as the amount of information gen

erated by a system above and beyond that generated by its parts, and understood as a 

measure of the overall amount of conscious experience associated with the current state 

of a physical system. Second, and much less well developed, is the notion of a ·qualia 

space: in which the physical substrate of each conscious state exhibits a geometric 

structure that determines its qualitative character and semantic relations to other such 

states (Balduzzi & Tononi, 2009). Third is IIT's ·central ldentity•-an ontological commit

ment to identity between a given conscious experience and the maximally irreducible 

cause-effect structure associated with the system in that state, as embodied in the com

plex that maximizes<!> (Koch, 2019, pp. 87-89; Oizumi et al., 2014, p. 3). 

Development and refinement of the theory has taken place over several decades, 

using a variety of methods including mathematical formalization of key quantities such 

as <!> and the study of their behavior in computationally tractable ·toy· systems con

structed deliberately to exemplify various structural arrangements known to exist in 

mammalian nervous systems, together with computer simulation studies using increas

ingly large and realistic model neural networks. One central and very encouraging cu

mulative result of these efforts has been to show that larger values of<!> occur systemati

cally in conjunction with what are called ·small-world" network architectures that com

bine dense local connections with much sparser long-distance connectivity (Watts & 

Strogatz, 1998)-precisely the kind of architecture characteristic of mammalian nervous 

systems (Edelman & Tononi, 2000). The theory thus appears consistent in important re

spects with known neuroanatomy and neurophysiology. As explained in more detail in the 

references cited above, it also provides seemingly plausible explanations for various rec

ognized neuroscientific facts. These include, for example, the normal co-occurrence of 

unified conscious experience with large-scale coordination across cortical domains of 

brain neuroelectric activity; the relatively minor contribution to consciousness of struc

tures such as the spinal cord, and more importantly the cerebellum with its relatively 

enormous neural population; the loss of consciousness during general anesthesia, 

epileptic seizures and deep sleep; and the presence of consciousness during REM sleep. 

Surprisingly to me, and controversially, Koch (2012) repudiated his own more con

ventional earlier views by explicitly rejecting emergence and reductionism in regard to 

consciousness (p. 119), even going so far asto embrace panpsychism (pp. l3l-l35). Tononi 

and Koch (2015) later relaxed that embrace somewhat, perhaps in response to ridicule of 

it by Searle (2013), but it remains true that IIT, precisely because of its conception of the 

interiority available to self-influencing physical systems, sees consciousness as for more 

widely distributed in nature than most scientists have previously imagined. IIT's ultimate 

philosophical position in regard to the mind/brain relation remains unclear to me, but de

spite the "Central Identity" noted above it seems (arguably) a constitutive panexperien-



tiolism, or perhaps o form of property dualism-positions that recognize irreducible men

tal properties but view them as depending or supervening on conventional physical 

properties. Their theory also verges on epiphenomenolism, in that they soy very tittle 

about what consciousness does, and instead speak almost exclusively about what it's 

like-essentially a passive accompaniment to the corresponding physical state. The ar

chitects of IIT should really be pressed to locate it more precisely within the brooder land

scape of relevant philosophical possibilities (Marshall, 2021). 

Let me immediately acknowledge here, in concluding this brief and inadequate de

scription, that I find o great deal to admire in the work that hos gone into the development 

of IIT. As will become clearer below, I also believe that HT is correct in toking conscious 

experience itself as its starting point, in explicitly rejecting emergence and reductionism, 

and in viewing consciousness as o fundamental feature of nature. At the same time, I also 

see significant conceptual and empirical problems with the theory in its current form, and 

turn next to discussion of these. 

Conceptual Issues with HT 

The axiomatic foundations of 11T 3.0 have been examined in depth from a philo

sophical perspective in on important paper by Boyne (2018), who discusses the axiomatic 

approach in general (which he finds ill-suited to the study of consciousness); the five cur

rent IIT axioms individually {which he thinks generally foil to qualify for their intended 

roles); the unclear logical form of their relationship to the postulates (which is neither de

duction nor induction but something more like abduction-read, "guesswork"); and their 

limited capacity to provide constraints upon o supposedly general theory of conscious

ness { which results from the near-exclusive focus on human or at least mammalian con

sciousness). Boyne himself concludes, correctly in my opinion, that the axiomatic foundo-

tions of IIT ore, in short, "shaky" (p. 7), and Merker et al. (2022), expanding on Boyne's anal

ysis, agree. Here I wish only to discuss a few further points of special interest to me. 

One important feature of human conscious experience conspicuously absent from 

llrs current axioms is intentionality, the capacity of conscious thoughts and experiences 

to be "about" or "directed toward" things, events. or states of affairs in the external or in

ternal world. Tononi (2015, footnote 3) explicitly touches upon intentionality as o possible 

candidate axiom, but immediately dismisses it on grounds that it is (arguably) not o 

property of all conscious experience. Surely this is too glib. Many ongoing discussions in 

philosophy of mind revolve around the work of 19th century Austrian philosopher Franz 

Brentano, who argued that intentionality is the mark of the mental, present in all experi

ence, and-more fundamentally-that it is not achievable by any physical system. The 

jury is still out regarding the universality of intentionality {especially in relation to bare 

sensory or affective experiences of various kinds), but attempts to naturalize it-that is, to 

explain it in purely physicolist terms-hove generally foiled. In sum, whether or not it is 

present in all experience, intentionality surely must be addressed head-on by any serious 

theory of consciousness, and IIT hos not yet done so. For o lucid and compact introduction 

to this large literature see Jacob (2019). 

Next comes the vexed subject of "information," and the manner in which differing 

conceptions of information have entered into IIT. Like many other contemporary psychol

ogists and neuroscientists, the developers and expositors of IIT hove tended to conflate 

the technical and everyday meanings of that widely abused term. The technical sense 

(Shannon & Weaver, 1963) is purely syntactical, and applies strictly to situations in which 

elements ore being drown with known probabilities from o finite set and sent from a 

source to a receiver through a noisy channel. The everyday sense, on the other hand, re

volves around the meaning or semantic content of conscious experiences and the repre-



sentational forms such as language and visual imagery with which consciousness rou

tinely operates. 

Now, in Edelman & Tononi (2000) the information content of any conscious experi

ence was repeatedly and insistently identified in purely Shannon-like terms with the 

number of alternative possible experiences ruled out by its occurrence. That identification 

persists at least as late as Tononi & Laureys (2009, pp. 402-403) and Koch (2012, p. 125), 

but it is surely incorrect. For one thing, all experiences would be more or less infinitely "in

formative" in that sense, considering for example that one's world of possible experience 

might consist just of positive integers, or of real numbers in the interval between zero and 

one. More importantly, what we normally have in mind in talking about the 'information" 

contained in a conscious experience is surely information in the everyday sense-what 

that experience itself tells us in positive terms about "what's going on" in our environment. 

IIT has by now moved away from Edelman's original view, but not entirely. What we 

have currently is a kind of hybrid conception: For purposes of calculating an amount of 

integrated information (<1>), IIT uses a Shannon-like measure of the reduction in uncer

tainty about the past and future states of a physical system that its current state affords, 

which can also be understood as o measure of the degree to which the system both af

fects and is affected by itself. Parenthetically, Boyne (2016) and Pautz {2019) hove inde

pendently questioned whether it is even meaningful in general to characterize states of 

consciousness in terms of an overall level or amount of consciousness. Meanwhile, the 

semantic content or meaning of o conscious state is said to be represented by the geo

metric structure of its physical substrate in the associated high-dimensional quolio 

space, in effect translating similarities of meaning into similarities of shape (Balduzzi & 

Tononi, 2009; Oizumi et al., 2014, supplement; Koch, 2012, pp. 130-131; 2019, pp. 87-B9 ). That 

lotter part of the theory remains relatively undeveloped and exceedingly abstract, and 

without going into details I have serious doubts about the possibility of developing it in o 

usefully general form even for relatively simple sensory qualia (see also the second part 

of Pautz, 2019). Furthermore. even if this could be done, the associated "Central Identity" 

of IIT-the claim that the semantic content of any conscious experience is equivalent to 

the geometric shape of the corresponding cause-effect structure in qualia space

seems subject to objections like those of Kripke (19B0), who argued essentially that two 

things cannot be identical if there is anything on one side of the equation not present on 

the other. 

There is something fundamentally unsatisfactory about IIT's approach to the "hard 

problem," and this lies at the bottom of what troubled philosopher John Searle (2013) in 

his review of Koch (2012). Searle saw clearly that IIT was attempting to explain conscious

ness in terms of information in the everyday sense, and argued-correctly, in my opinion

that this is completely circular because information in that sense presupposes con

sciousness and hence cannot be used to explain it (see also the attempted rebuttal by 

Koch & Tononi and a further reply from Searle in the March 7, 2013 NYRB). Searle himself 

left the matter there, but subsequent developments on the IIT side, possibly stimulated by 

his critique, hove made clear exactly how and where consciousness surreptitiously enters 

the system. Specifically, both Tononi (2015, footnote 7) and Koch (2019, pp. 80-Bl and note 

3) attempt to justify IIT's crucial first postulate-intended to explain how o physical system 

con have "intrinsic existence," an associated conscious state organized from its own sub

jective point of view-by appeal to a Platonic dialogue, Sophist. In that dialogue, the 

Eleatic Stranger convinces his interlocutor that for anything to be or exist extrinsically

that is, from the point of view of an external observer-all it needs is to have causal power 

to affect other things. Taking this as their authority, both Koch and Tononi immediately 

infer that for a physical system to exhibit intrinsic existence of the sort specified by IIT's 

axiom 1, all it needs is to have causal power over itself-that is, to affect (and be affected 

by) itself. 



That "inference," I submit, is itself pure sophistry. Plato's observer, after all, is already 

a conscious being, in full possession of intrinsic existence, who is examining something 

external to himself. The simple fact that a given physical system causally affects itself 

cannot possibly guarantee interiority of any kind to that system. Coming at this same is

sue from a different direction, computer scientist Scott Aaronson (2014) demonstrated 

that simple arrays of logic gates can have non-zero values of <l>, and can be expanded in 

ways that raise <l> to arbitrarily high levels potentially exceeding those of our own human 

brains. Whereas Aaronson sees this result as constituting a reductio ad absurdum of the 

basic premises of their theory, Koch and Tononi take it as a surprising discovery about the 

distribution of consciousness in nature. Seth et al. (2006) had provided a similar demon

stration much earlier, and in Edelman's own lab, but its implications were evidently ig

nored ot the time. Merker et al. (2022) have expanded significantly on Aaronson's theme, 

but the basic point remains the same. 

Additional problems have emerged on the practical side. Calculation of <l> from its 

formal definition has proved possible only for very small systems, because of a combina

torial explosion in the number of partitions of the system's elements that must be exam

ined. Application to real systems such as brains is further complicated by unclarity about 

the proper choice of system "elements," which in this case might plausibly be anything 

from say single neurons to cortical minicolumns or columns, cytoarchitectonic areas, 

recognized cortical and subcortical "modules" of some sort, or even just the geographic 

territories underlying a set of EEG electrodes. Barrett & Mediano (2019) have pointed out 

several further ways in which <l> fails to be well-defined for general physical systems. A 

number of computationally more tractable approximations have been developed by 

mathematicians, and further work is underway to explore and refine these, but so far they 

have tended to behave in mutually inconsistent ways, and at present there is no agreed-

upon best way to calculate <l> itself for realistic systems in accordance with its formal defi

nition in l!T (Barrett & Seth, 2011; Mediano et al., 2019). 

Meanwhile, however, a separate development associated with the some group but 

much more loosely tied to the formal theory has proved remarkably successful. I refer 

here to work on the "Perturbational Complexity Index" (PCI), introduced by Casali et al. 

(2013) and described more fully by Massimini & Tononi (2018). Their "zap & zip" method is 

complex in technical detail but straightforward conceptually, using transcraniol mag

netic stimulation (TMS) to probe the core thalamocorticol system directly (bypassing 

sensory and motor systems and requiring no overt response from the subject), and mea

suring the brain's consistent response on a subsecond scale using sophisticated multi

channel EEG techniques. TMS pulses (the zaps) are applied repeatedly at a particular 

scalp location, EEG responses averaged and significant cortical sources identified, and 

the total "complexity" of the cortical response measured using a standard algorithm for 

data compression (the zip), resulting ultimately in a real number betvveen zero and one. 

In an international collaboration spanning many years, and including both normal partic

ipants in a variety of states (awake, REM sleep, NREM sleep, plus several kinds of anesthe

sia) and brain-damaged participants of various kinds (stroke victims, plus minimally 

conscious and locked-in patients), this Ill-inspired research team was able to show in o 

benchmark sample of 150 cases that a threshold PCI value of .31 discriminated perfectly 

between conscious and unconscious states-that is, with 100% sensitivity (no false nega

tives) and 100% specificity (no false positives). Note that this sample included some per

sons who were unable to report being awake at the time of testing but could do so later, 

such as locked-in patients who later recovered and normal individuals exposed to sub

anesthetic doses of ketamine. 



These initial results with the PCI may not hold up perfectly in future work, inasmuch 

as a dozen or so of the 150 benchmark cases lie perilously close to the magicol .31 bound

ary (Massimini & Tononi, 2018, p. 124), but they are already of potentially great practical 

significance, and further work is underway to optimize various parameters of the tech

nique such as the locus, magnitude and rate of stimulation and details of response mea

surement. What is most significant for my purposes here, however, is the loose connection 

to IIT proper: The PCI does not rely at all on the formal definition of <I>, but instead more 

directly captures what Edelman & Tononi (2000) had originally identified as the two most 

critical properties of large-scale patterns of neuroelectric activity in their "dynamic core· 

(the thalamocortical system}-differentiation and integration. In essence, PCI grows large 

when TMS-driven neural activity spreads in differentiated form to remote locations, but 

assumes low values either it the response remains localized, or if it spreads widely but 

only in undifferentiated or stereotypical form. 

This saga of <I> versus the PCI exemplifies something that for me has come to seem 

characteristic of IIT in general as a theory-specifically, that what is really new (the elab

orate formalism) is not all that useful or good, while what is really good ( directly measur

ing relevant complexities in brain activity) is not all that new. I turn next to additional 

challenges to IIT of empirical sorts. 

Empirical Issues 

Disconnection Syndromes and the IIT Exclusion Postulate 

The IIT exclusion postulate essentially asserts that a physical system such as the 

brain can normally accommodate just one conscious state at a time-specifically, the 

conscious state associated with whatever sub-state of that system maximizes <I>. Note 

that this picture is consistent with the prevailing modem view in psychology and neuro

science that everyday consciousness is normally all the consciousness there is, sup-

ported by various fast, massively parallel, and unconscious forms of brain activity. What 

does IIT predict, then, if ports of the underlying physical system cease to interact in nor

mal ways? 

There are two main types of cases to consider. The first involves anatomical discon

nection, in particular the disconnection of cerebral hemispheres effected by drastic 

"split-brain" surgeries in epileptic patients, which are carried out rarely and as a lost re

sort to prevent interhemispheric spread of seizures in otherwise intractable cases. In this 

situation, UT clearly predicts that the result will be two distinct conscious minds or person

alities inhabiting the same skull, and developers and proponents of IIT from Edelman & 

Tononi (2000) onward, relying primarily on the early work of Roger Sperry and Michael 

Gozzonigo, have generally acted as though this is an established fact. In reality, however, 

the results of such surgeries are much more complicated and uncertain. The early work 

certainly established that the left and right hemispheres hove specialized abilities that 

con only be revealed by careful behavioral testing. Things also definitely happen that 

seem potentially consistent with the two-minds picture, such as the patient blushing 

when the nonverbal right hemisphere is shown on embarrassing photo that the verbal left 

hemisphere denies having seen, or when the left hand tries to interfere with something 

the right hand is doing. But the overwhelming impression of most observers-including, 

importantly, the patients themselves-is that practically nothing hos changed. It was rec

ognized early on that appearances of persisting unity might simply reflect incomplete 

separation of the hemispheres through sporing of structures such as the anterior and 

posterior commissures, but this cannot account for all coses, and substantial scholarly 

arguments for continued unity hove been advanced for example by John Eccles (Popper 

& Eccles, 1977, chapter E5), Pinto et al. (2017), and Nagel (1979). Even Michael Gazzaniga 

himself has more recently expressed uncertainty about the actual state of things, partic

ularly in regard to the mute right hemisphere ( Gazzaniga & Miller, 2009 }. tn sum, the exist-



ing split-brain coses are so complicated that we do not really ~now at this point how best 

to interpret them (de Haan et al., 2020). See also Nahm et oL (2017) for some cases of 

related type such as hemispherectomies. Koch (2019, pp. 108-lll) also brings up the inter

esting subject of unusual connection syndromes, as for example between the brains of 

croniopagus conjoined twins. such cases are if anything rarer and more complicated 

than the split-brain coses, but some may be particularly difficult for IIT: The long-lived 

Schappell twins, for example, are conjoined at the frontal lobes yet have distinct streams 

of consciousness and drastically divergent minds and personalities. 

Coses of the second type, involving functional disconnection, ore both more com

mon and more clear-cut in their implications. I refer here in particular to the large litera

ture concerning "multiple personality" or "dissociative identity" disorders (MPD/DtD), in 

which two or more distinct personalities or streams of consciousness appear to be asso

ciated with a single biological organism. l!T recognizes the possibility of such coses, but 

places severe restrictions on their possible form due to its exclusion postulate. In particu

lar, the physical substrate of any stream of consciousness operating concurrently with 

the main or dominant stream-the everyday conscious self-cannot overlap with that of 

the dominant stream. Furthermore, it will in general be diminished in complexity relative 

to that main complex, and hence capable only of supporting a correspondingly reduced 

secondary consciousness (Koch, 2019, p. 112). 

These predictions of UT, and that mainstream modern picture of the psyche more 

generally, are challenged by facts that had already come to light during the rich but now 

largely forgotten early history of dynamic psychiatry, with its demonstrations that "un

conscious cerebration" could not fully account for the properties of psychological au

tomatisms and secondary personalities (Crabtree, 2007; Ellenberger, 1970). Secondary 

centers of consciousness often appear to be full-scale minds or personalities at least on 

par with the normal waking self. They also sometimes clearly operate concurrently with 

that self, rather than simply alternating with it, and share with it fundamental cognitive 

capacities such as linguistic fluency, which implies that the associated neural substrates 

almost certainly overlap. They are also sometimes conspicuously more complex and 

able than the primary personality, as for example in the extraordinary case of Patience 

Worth (Prince, 1964). In addition, and worst of all from the point of view of HT, ·after" per

sonalities A and B sometimes display on asymmetric form of co-consciousness such that 

B is aware of much that goes on in A's conscious experience at the time it is happening, 

but not vice-versa (Braude, 1991; Janet, 1889; Prince, 1908). 

British psychical researcher F. W. H. Myers (1903) drew upon these and other unusual 

human psychophysical capacities to develop an expanded picture of human personality 

in which the everyday consciousness is included within a normally hidden consciousness 

of greater capacities and wider scope to which it typically has little or no direct access. 

Analytical philosopher Stephen Braude (1991) arrived independently at essentially the 

same picture, and specifically in relation to coses of multiple personality. It has not yet 

been adequately appreciated that William Jomes deliberately and explicitly adopted 

Myers's model for his own explanatory purposes in The Varieties of Religious Experience, 

and that a century-plus of subsequent research has strengthened the evidence support

ing it on multiple fronts including MPD/010 as well as extreme psychophysical influence, 

some key properties of human memory, near-death and related experiences, genius, and 

mystical experience, as shown in Kelly et al. (2007). This more inclusive subliminal con

sciousness is precisely the "entirely unsuspected peculiarity in the constitution of human 

nature" to which Jomes alludes in Chapter 10 of VRE, drawing upon the work of Myers, 

Janet and Binet. In on address to the Society for Psychical Research, of which he was a 

member, Sigmund Freud tater characterized Myers's construct-incorrectly-as amount

ing to an "unconscious conscious." See Crabtree (2007, pp. 327-332) for a detailed ac

count. As will soon become evident, this expanded psychological model hos deep con-



nections with our remaining topics as well. Much more is at stake here than just IIT's ex

clusion postulate 

Psychedelic Neuroimaging 

The recent renaissance of research on psychedelics (Pollan, 2018), coupled with 

decades of advances in functional neuroimaging technology, has opened a path toward 

well-controlled experimental investigation of mystical states of consciousness and their 

physiological accompaniments. Surely, for persons like Myers and Jomes, this amounts to 

a scientific dream come true, the possibility of studying brain-mind correlation across on 

unusually wide range of conscious states. The subject is still in its infancy, but surprising 

and challenging results have already come to light. 

The natural if perhaps naive expectation is that the intense phenomenology of psy

chedelic experiences will likely be accompanied by some sort of parallel intensification 

readily observable in accompanying patterns of neural activity. This expectation seemed 

to be confirmed early on by experiments using oral doses of psilocybin in conjunction with 

positron emission tomographic (PET) neuroimaging (see Kelly et al., 2007, pp. 542-553). 

But then came the study by Carhart-Horris et al. (2012), who used venous injection of 

psilocybin in combination with two kinds of functional magnetic resonance imaging (ASL 

and BOLD /MRI, for measurement of blood flow and blood oxygenation, respectively), 

thereby enabling efficient tracking of a shorter-lasting but intense psychedelic state us

ing neuroimaging techniques having far better temporal and spatial resolution than PET. 

Most observers including Christof Koch were shocked by the results (see https://www.sci

entificamericon.com/article/this-is-your-broin-on-drugs). No increases in activation 

were observed anywhere in the brain. Instead, prominent decreases were observed, most 

strikingly in a brain system called the Default Mode Network (DMN), which is known to be 

especially active in the resting state and which in effect represents the neural embodi-

ment of the Freudian ego (Carhart-Harris & Friston, 2010). Major nodes or hubs of the DMN 

such as anterior and posterior cingulate cortex (ACC and PCC), medial prefrontal cortex 

(mPFC) and thalamus were strongly deactivated, with average reductions on the order of 

10-15%, and the reported intensity of the experience correlated positively and strongly with 

the magnitude of those reductions. The DMN also appeared to lose functional integrity, 

with mPFC and PCC in particular becoming decoupled. A subsequent study from the 

same group using the same drug protocol in conjunction with magnetoencephalo

graphic (MEG) neuroimaging revealed sharp decreases in oscillatory power across a 

wide range of frequencies in the same cortical regions (Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2013), 

and similar effects have more recently been found in a number of further studies by the 

same and other research groups, and using additional agents such as DMT/Ayohuasca, 

LSD, and ketamine (Palhano-Fontes et al., 2015; Carhart-Harris et al., 2016). These unex

pected effects are large and robust, and I will return to them shortly. 

Perhaps driven by their own theoretical expectations, the Carhart-Harris group in 

particular has continued to search, without much success, tor something in the brain's 

neuroelectric activity that consistently increases in conjunction with the "higher" states of 

consciousness induced by psychoactive agents. That effort culminated, at least tempo

rarily, in the publication of Schartner et al. (2017), the abstract of which states without 

qualification that they have found "reliably higher spontaneous signal diversity" in MEG 

signals accompanying states of consciousness induced by psilocybin, ketamine and LSD. 

That claim, however, is not warranted by the reported results, which derive from reanaly

sis of MEG data collected in previous experiments by the same group. Their measure of 

"signal diversity" is similar to the previously discussed Perturbational Complexity Index 

(PC!; Casali et al., 2013) in that it varies between 0.0 and 1.0 and reflects the complexity or 

incompressibility of the estimated cortical sources of surface-recorded data, but their 

technique is applied to individual 2-second segments of spontaneous MEG rather than to 



time-averages of responses ta repeated TMS pulses (becoming, in effect, "zip-without

zap"). The key results appear in their Fig. 2. Mean diversities for the ordinary waking 

(placebo) conditions are all around .98 or slightly above. The mean diversities for the drug 

conditions are indeed all higher, but the differences between drug and placebo means 

are tiny in absolute magnitude-on the order of .005 or less-and not even statistically 

significant for psilocybin. For some participants in all drug conditions the mean differ

ences from placebo are essentially zero, or sometimes even in the wrong direction, and 

the underlying raw diversity distributions all strongly overlap. The high significance levels 

reported for some statistical tests of the tiny differences between drug and placebo 

mean diversities were achieved only because of the extremely large Ns available for the 

tests-many hundreds to thousands, apparently, although they are not specifically stated 

in the report-and this depends upon the dubious use at serially correlated MEG seg

ments rather than participants as the unit of analysis. In sum, signal "diversity· as these 

authors define it is hardly the robust discriminator advertised in the paper's abstract 

The fact that Schartner et al. (2017) did not succeed in identifying a genuinely robust 

discriminator does not entail that no such discriminator exists. It bears emphasis here 

that this leading-edge group, like many others, is working at the rapidly advancing fron

tier of functional neuroimaging technology, where everybody now understands clearly 

that the key to the whole subject lies in finding improved ways of characterizing and 

tracking large-scale neural dynamics on a time-scale relevant to experience and behav

ior. Numerous other EEG/MEG methods for doing that are either already available or under 

development somewhere, and perhaps one or more of those other methods can do a 

better job ot detecting relevant changes in the brain activity induced by psychoactive 

substances. The PCI itself is certainly a good prospect, and was recommended also by 

Gallimore (2015), who used IIT ta predict that psychedelics will result in increased diversity 

or differentiation, but argued that integration needs ta be brought into the measurement 

system as well (which of course the PCI implicitly does). Another good reason is that the 

maximum value of the PCI ,n ordinary waking states is only around .7 (Massimini & Tononi, 

2018. p. 124). affording far more room for it to grow in "higher" states. Other candidates 

might include the many existing measures ot multichannel signal "entropy·; the slope of 

the 1/t portion of the EEG power spectrum (thought ta retlect the local balance of inhibition 

and excitation; He. 2014); "causal density· (average values ot directed connectivity; Seth 

et al., 2008); global descriptors of multichannel signal amplitude, frequency and com

plexity (wackermann & Allefeld, 2009 ); and others. The brute fact of the matter is that we 

do not yet have a very solid collective grip on optimal measures of neural dynamics and 

their relations to conscious experience. It is also true, given the well-known nan-linearity 

of brain dynamics, that unimpressive-looking changes in measures of brain activity 

could potentially result in large functional effects. Nevertheless, far me as a long-time EEG 

researcher it remains profoundly surprising and puzzling, given the ease with which EEG 

discriminates between relatively mundane conditions such as waking and drowsy states, 

that it has so far proven so difficult to find anything in surface-recorded neuroelectric ac

tivity that distinguishes clearly and reliably between ordinary wakefulness and the ex

traordinarily intense and sometimes life-transforming states of consciousness induced 

by these psychoactive substances. 

Meanwhile, the mast robust finding to date is the relatively dramatic deactivation 

and fragmentation of the DMN produced by psychedelics (Seth et al. (2018) attempted to 

distance themselves from this finding, but ca-author and group leader Carhart-Harris 

(2018, p.174) subsequently reaffirmed it). Parenthetically, similar DMN-suppression effects 

have been found in advanced meditators by Brewer et al. (2011), and much additional ev

idence along the same lines can be found in Goleman & Davidson (2017, chapter 8). 

What are we to make of all this? The full historical context for this question is spelled 

out in a valuable paper by Swanson (2018), who goes back as far as the 19th century and 



specifically includes early figures such as Myers, James and Bergson under the heading 

of "filtration" theorists, who interpret the profound psychological effects of psychedelics 

as incursions from deeper and normally hidden parts of the mind as a result of disruption 

of some sort of 'filtering" or ·reducing valve" mechanism that normally confines con

scious mentation within limits adapted to the needs of everyday life. Such theorists have 

differed widely in terms of their conceptions of the nature of those normally hidden ports 

of the mind, with contemporary filter-type theorizing of course almost invariably seeking 

to understand everything in purely reductionist, brain-based terms. Drawing upon his 

own background in psychoanalytic thought, for example, Carhart-Horris hos argued that 

the old but still-useful Freudian distinction between secondary and primary processes 

maps onto the distinction between ego-like functions exercised by the DMN and the ac

tivity of more primitive brain areas that it normally controls, and that by disrupting the 

DMN and thus "dissolving" the ego, psychedelics release sources of primary-process ma

terial distributed widely across other ports of the brain ( Carhart-Horris & Friston, 2010; 

Carhart-Horris et al, 2014). This is their neuroscience-based version of a filter-type theory, 

which they believe is capable of accounting for all relevant mental phenomena including 

both pathological (such as pre-psychotic mentation) and supernormal (such as high 

forms of creative thinking). Carhart-Harris & Friston (2010) even congratulate themselves 

for "addressing topics which hove hitherto been considered incompatible with the cogni

tive paradigm" (p. 1275). 

Swanson (2018) adopts the some reductive point of view, presenting Corhart-Har

ris's "entropic brain hypothesis" (EBH) together with IIT and hierarchical predictive pro

cessing (HPP) as the principal current examples of filtration theories couched in contem

porary cognitive neuroscientific terms (parenthetically, Carhart-Harris & Friston (2019) 

have more recently attempted to integrate EBH and HPP under the umbrella of a unified 

REBUS or "relaxed beliefs under psychedelics" model of psychedelic interactions, leaving 

IIT aside). All these theories presume, axiomatically, that everything that enters con

sciousness in richer-than-normal psychedelic or mystical states of consciousness must 

come from elsewhere ,n the brain, either directly (from whatever is already stored there) 

or indirectly (by way of our sensory surfaces). The earlier filtration theorists, however-in

cluding Myers, James, and Bergson-all felt compelled by evidence to odopt a more rad

ical view. Consciousness, they argued, "overflows the organism· (Bergson) and is ulti

mately grounded in some sort of transpersonal "Mind at Large" (Aldous Huxley). Swanson 

(2018) declines to discuss this ontologically more extreme version of filter theory, but Kelly 

& Presti (2015) have specifically embraced it in the context of psychedelic experiences 

and mystical experiences more generally, pointing out among other things that it can po

tentially explain the large amount of historical and cross-cultural evidence linking such 

states with unusually strong outbreaks of paranormal or "psi" phenomena. The term "psi" 

refers here in theoretically neutral fashion to the various categories of paranormal ef

fects-"extrasensory perception" or "ESP" on the input side (including telepathy, clairvoy

ance, precognition and retrocognition), and psychokinesis or "mind over matter" effects 

on the output side. The defining property in all cases is that information appears to flow 

between on organism and its environment despite the presence of barriers (such as 

physical shielding, or distance in space and/or time) that would be expected on conven

tional physical principles to prevent such flows from occurring. see also Cardena, 2014, 

2018, 2020; Cardena & Winkelman, 2011; Cardena et al., 2015, chapter 12; Kelly et al., 2007, 

pp. 522-523; Kelly & Locke, 2009; Marshall, 2011). The need for serious consideration of such 

an expanded picture of the human psyche becomes inescapable in connection with the 

final empirical phenomenon to be discussed. 

Near-Death Experiences (NDEs) Occurring under Extreme Physiological Conditions 

Decodes of experimental and theoretical work in neuroscience and psychology 

have led to a very strong consensus among contemporary mainstream neuroscientists 



that all the varying states of human consciousness ore associated somehow with corre

spondingly varying patterns of neuroelectric activity in the brain. Different groups have 

seized upon different possible "markers" of consciousness, such as gamma waves, late 

components of evoked potentials, desynchronization or "activation" of ongoing EEG, and 

the PC! (Koch et al., 2016), but all agree that consciousness con only occur in brains that 

are currently capable of generating oscillatory activity in the frequency range of say 8 to 

70 Hz or more and flexibly coordinating that activity over large distances in neocortex. Dif

ferent theorists hold somewhat differing views as to the precise role such activity might 

play in generating, shaping, integrating and sustaining consciousness, but all agree that 

its availability is a necessary condition for conscious experience of any sort to occur. IIT 

itself is representative of this broader consensus. 

However, it is now well established that so-called near-death experiences (NDEs) 

sometimes occur under extreme physiological circumstances such as deep general 

anesthesia and/or cardiac arrest in which those supposedly necessary conditions for 

consciousness have been severely degraded or abolished altogether. A primary purpose 

of general anesthesia, after all, is to render surgical patients unconscious of their surg

eries, and the PCI and various other measures confirm that this is what normally happens; 

adequately anesthetized persons enter physiologically distinctive states different from 

those that accompany normal waking consciousness, and have nothing to report follow

ing their recovery from anesthesia. In the more extreme case of cardiac arrest, blood flow 

to the brain drops almost instantaneously to zero, the EEG flat-lines within 10 to 20 sec

onds, and even neuronal action-potentials-the ultimate physical basis for the causal in

teractions among brain elements upon which IIT rests-are quickly suppressed. This 

guarantees that in cardiac arrest the cortex is not merely inactive but deactivated, with 

the result that <I> necessarily goes to zero. Nevertheless, something on the order of J0-20% 

of such patients report having had not only a conscious experience of some sort, but the 

most profound and potentially transformative experience of their entire lives (Greyson, 

2021 a, b; Holden et al., 2009; Kelly et al., 2007, chapter 6; van Lommel et al., 2001). 

For scientists determined to resist the theoretical implications of such observations, 

the first line of defense is typically an objection to the effect that even in the presence of 

a flat-lined EEG there might be some sort of residual neuroelectric activity going on, not 

visible in scalp EEG, that could explain the conscious experiences. That objection, however, 

completely misses the mark: The issue is not whether there is brain activity of any kind 

whatever, but whether there is brain activity of the specific form regarded by contempo

rary neuroscience as a necessary condition for conscious experience, and activity of that 

form is readily detectable in scalp EEG (parenthetically, existing attempts to explain NDEs 

in terms of "brain flashes"-supposed surges of neuroelectric activity at or near the point 

of death-are of little scientific value; see Greyson, 2012b, pp. 31-32). 

The next line of defense is to propose that the reported experiences did not actually 

occur during the period of apparent unconsciousness, when the brain was severely im

paired, but either before or after the impairment. This objection, however, seems to be 

ruled out in many cases by the presence of time anchors, aspects of the reported experi

ences that con be verified as having happened during the period of apparent uncon

sciousness, but that could not have been observed by the patient even if fully conscious 

in the normal way. These include, for example, things reported as being seen or heard 

despite deliberate pre-surgical blockage of the corresponding senses, or events occur

ring during that time period but in a physically remote location. Over a hundred such 

cases are reported in Holden et al. (2009, pp. 185-211), and many more in Rivas et al. (2016). 

Many ore well documented, and they cannot be collectively dismissed as mere "anec

dotes." It would be desirable, of course, to supplement these case collections with exper

imental evidence based for example on perception by patients of targets deliberately set 

out in cardiac surgery theaters. There have been a few preliminary attempts along these 



lines, mostly unsuccessful (see Parnio et al., 2014}, but we need more creative solutions to 

the problems of getting targets displayed in places where clinicians do not want them, 

and getting patients to seek them out and remember them in the midst of o life-threat

ening crisis. 

Time anchors typically involve psi-type occurrences, and determined skeptics will 

try to ignore these, regardless of the level of documentation involved, on grounds that 

they are insufficient on their own to guarantee the reality of psi. That objection is irrespon

sible, however. The reality of psi as a fact of nature has been independently established 

by the large amounts of relevant observational and experimental evidence that have 

gradually accumulated, starting even before the founding of the British Society for Psy

chical Research in 1882. What is unusual about these NDE cases concerns only the cir

cumstances in which psi events are occurring. 

One final escape route, available only to persons who accept the reality of psi, is 

to agree that the reported experiences are imaginative constructions dating from a time 

before or after the period of brain impairment, but to admit in addition the capacity of psi 

processes to explain the time anchors-that is, via precognition from a time before, or 

retrocognition from a time after, the impairment. Even this interpretation, however, is con

tradicted by the fact that the reported experiences always precede, and never follow, the 

reports themselves. 

For additional pointers into the very large body of evidence for psi phenomena in 

general see for example Cardena (2018), Radin (2006) and the annotated bibliography of 

Kelly et al. (2007). For extensive further discussion of the ·real-time" vs. "reconstruction" 

models of NDEs see in particular Nahm & Weibel (2020 ), who emphasize that out-of-body 

experiences (OBEs), including perceptions of the percipient's own body from a different 

spatial location (autoscopy), occur commonly not only in NDEs but under other condi-

tions as well, and typically occur unambiguously in real time. They also underscore the 

additional challenge posed to physicalist accounts of both NDEs and OBEs by the fact thot 

highly similar experiences occur under such an extraordinary variety of physiological cir

cumstances. 

For fuller documentation and justification of my brief treatment here of this theoret

ically crucial subclass of NDEs, readers are encouraged to consult the much richer 

sources cited above. These cases come straight from the heartland of contemporary bio

medical science, and more and better such cases are coming to light as advances in 

resuscitation medicine enhance our ability to retrieve dying persons from the border

lands of death. Their special significance lies in demonstrating that unusually intense 

conscious experience sometimes occurs in association with brain conditions that IIT 

along with every other existing neuroscientific theory of consciousness deems incapable 

of supporting it. But as I will next briefly explain, the ontologically more radical filtration 

theory of Myers, James and Bergson allows us to come to grips with these NOE cases and 

many other "rogue" empirical phenomena in a scientifically and philosophically re

spectable way. 

conclusion 

William James (1900), with characteristic precision. put his finger on the essential 

logical point. The overall correlation generally observed between mental happenings and 

happenings in the brain-which everybody accepts-can be interpreted in more than one 

way. Physicalists see it as straightforwardly confirming their "production" model, accord

ing to which mind and consciousness are manufactured by neurophysiological pro

cesses occurring in brains, in something like the way a tea kettle generates steam, or the 

electric current flowing in a lamp generates light. But the true function of the brain might 

instead be permissive, like the trigger at a crossbow, or transmissive, like an optical lens 



or prism, or like keys of a pipe organ-or perhaps in more contemporary terms like the 

receivers in our radios and televisions The observed correlations of mind and brain 

would then reflect the operation of some sort of mental reality (which in James·s view 

could be anything from a finite mind or personality to some sort of World Soul) that nor

mally is closely coupled to the brain functionally, but somehow distinct from the brain and 

potentially capable of operating on its own. Within this basic framework James himself 

spoke variously of the brain as straining, sifting, canalizing, limiting, and individualizing 

that larger mental reality existing behind the scenes, and portrayed the brain as exerting 

these various effects in a manner dependent on its own functional status. James argued 

further that this picture is in principle compatible with all the facts conventionally inter

preted under the production model, and that however metaphorical and incomprehen

sible it might at first seem, it is in reality no more so than its materialist rival. It also has 

certain positive superiorities, in particular its potential to explain various additional facts 

then being unearthed by F. W. H. Myers and his colleagues in psychical research-and nu

merous related facts unearthed since that time, as indicated above (Kelly et al., 2007). 

Among the empirical phenomena highlighted in the present paper, NDEs occurring 

under extreme physiological conditions including cardiac arrest are surely the most crit

ical, theoretically. Significant advances in science are standardly understood to derive 

from confirmation of bold conjectures and falsification of cautious or timid ones 

(Chalmers,1994, pp. 54-55), and NDEs of this sort exert both types of effects at once in 

favor of the Myers/James picture. On the one hand, conventional physicalist models in

cluding IIT clearly predict that no experience whatsoever should be possible under these 

conditions, and this ·cautious· prediction is falsified by the experiences that do occur. 

From the Myers/James filter perspective, meanwhile, the possibility of such experiences 

can certainly be anticipated, if not strictly ·predicted" as if by some sort of deductive logic, 

and this "bold" conjecture is confirmed. Facts of this theoretically pivotal sort cannot go 

on being ignored by mrnnstreom science; we cannot and will not arrive at a satisfactory 

theory of consciousness unless we begin with a synoptic empiricism that embraces all 

theoretically relevant facts. 

The existing empirical challenges to the currently prevailing physicalism are pro

found and inescapable, and they justify thoroughgoing re-evaluation of that physicalrst 

worldview itself. The Myers/ James picture as described so for is basically a psychological 

theory, but it hos definite consequences for our picture of reality more generally. It is es

sential to appreciate here, first, that physicalism as conventionally understood is not itself 

science but metaphysics-a philosophical position deriving from, and chained to, the 

classic Newtonian physics of the late 19th century. That seemingly secure foundation in 

physics has subsequently eroded, however, beginning with the rise of relativity and quan

tum theories, with the result that physicalism is no longer consistent with our deepest 

physical science. Indeed, ·matter" itself as classically conceived does not exist, and space 

and time can no longer be conceptualized as providing a pre-existing container for 

events. Furthermore, we hove no credible understanding of how consciousness could be 

manufactured by physical processes occurring in brains, and recent work in philosophy 

of mind has convinced many that we con never achieve one (Chalmers, 1996; Nagel, 

2012). 

The underlying basic question here is not whether we will have metaphysics-be

cause we inevitably will, whether conscious of it or not-but whether we will have good 

metaphysics or bod. And the second key point to appreciate here is that scientifically and 

philosophically respectable alternatives to physicolism are already on offer. I believe the 

great pioneers of consciousness research including Myers, James and Bergson were on 

the right track with their ontologically more radical form of "filtration· theory, and that the 

arguments and data presented in this paper (along with the other sources cited) drive us 

beyond HT and its physicolist competitors in the direction of just such a theory. Descrip-



tions and evaluations of various conceptual frameworks or worldviews or metaphysical 

systems of this sort both ancient and modern that seem capable of accommodating 

phenomena resistant to phys\calist explanation can be found in Eastman (2020}, Goff 

(2017}, Kastrup (2019 }, Kelly et at (2007, 2015), Kelly & Marshall (2021), Marshall (2021), Mor

eira-Almeida & Santos, (2013}, Seager (2020}, Strawson (2006}, and numerous other 

sources pointed to therein. Without going into detail here, the central tendency of these 

theoretical possibilities, as anticipated by James in The Varieties of Religious Experience 

and his own later philosophical work, is toward a form of pluralist idealism falling gener

ally within the category of evolutionary panentheisms (Hartshorne & Reese, 2000; Kelly et 

al., 2015). These are all conceptual near-neighbors of !IT, ironically, in making conscious

ness more than a product of our individual brains and much more fundamental to the 

scheme of reality as a whole, but arrived at from radically different directions. Many are 

also demonstrably more consistent with modern physics than physicalism itself. 

For an account of James's trajectory see Kelly et al. (2015, Chapter 14). My personal 

sympathies presently tend toward some form of priority monism (Schaffer, 2010 ), possibly 

relying in particular upon an emerging conception according to which both classical and 

quantum physics can be derived from more basic "informational' principles which them

selves are grounded in an ontologically prior universal consciousness (D' Ariano & Faggin, 

2021; Faggin, 2021). Note that this program, if successful, will in effect drain physics itself of 

its traditional "physical" content, and move it strongly in the direction of realist idealism. 

Another live alternative is the various forms of dual-aspect monism, which seek to capi

talize upon the ability of conventional physics to explain many regularities of human ex

perience while avoiding a possible "inverse hard problem" of deriving matter from con

sciousness (e.g., Marshall, 2021; Velmans, 2021). 

let me underscore in conclusion that my theoretically revisionist colleagues and I 

genuinely celebrate existing science, and are only attempting to expand it in ways that 

will permit it to accommodate a wider range of humanly important empirical phenom

ena What we are advocating is not any form of supernaturalism but an expanded natu

ralism. For an especially well-informed ond optimistic account of the positive implica

tions of these emerging views for the science of consciousness, including numerous sug

gestions for further basic ond applied research, see Presti (2021). 

The bottom line? UT is bold, yes, but it is not bold enough! 
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Einige konzeptioneUe und empirische Mangel der tlT 

Edward f. Kelly 

zusammenfossung· Die lntegrierte lnformationstheorie des Bewusstseins (IIT) hat innerhotb und oul1erholb der 

wissenschaftlichen Gemeinschoft vie! Aufsehen erregt und scheint fur viele als der fUhrende AnwOrter zu gelten, 

was eine zufriedenstellende Theorie ouf der Gn,ndloge der Systemneurowissenschoften betritft Es handeit s1ch 

um eine kUhne Theone, die plausible Erkltirungen fur verschiedene onerkannte neurowissenschoftliche 

Totsachen l1efert, ubenoschende Vorhersogen mocht, die uber die derzeitige w1ssenschaftliche Orthodoxie 

htnous_gehen, aber potenziell uberprOfbar sind, und __ zur Entwicklung etner scheinbar wirksamen Iechnlk 

beigetragen hat, die geeignet sche1nt,. dos Vorhandensein von Bewusstse!n in Organismen nochzuwe1sen, die 

nicht 1n der Loge sind. sich sprochllch auszudrOcken w1e etwo nichtmenschliche Ti ere, Neugeborene und schwer 

h1rngeschOd1gte Erwachsene Trotz d1eser Vorzuge scheint die HT grundsOtzliche Fehler aufzuwe1sen- In d1ese'll 

Beitrog werden zunochst em1ge wichtlge konzeptlonelle und techntsche Frogen oufgegriffen, die bere1ts fruher 

oufgeworten wurden, ober noch ungelost slnd - insbesondere Fragen bezugl!ch des ltT-KoNepts von 

·1ntormat1on· und seiner Behandlung des "harten Problems~ -, und dann rUcken -'T'!ehrere empirische 

Phanomene ms Zentrum, die die IIT otfenbor nicht zurnedenstellend behandeln kann Dazu gehoren l Falle von 

multiplet PersOn!ichkelt oder dlssozfot1ver ldentitotsstorung. bei denen komplexe und sich uberschneidende 

Bewusstseinszentren m e1nzelnen menschlichen Organismen gleichze1tlg auftreten; 2. dos Scheltern belm 

Versuch, anzugeben, wie s1ch die Intensive PhOnomenolog1e psychedehscher Zustande direlct m der 

begleitenden neuroelektrischen Aktivitcit widersptegelt und, was am kntischsten ist, 3 die t1efgrelfenden 

Wtrkungen und die die Personlichkeit verandemden Nohtodertahrungen (NTEs) vnter extremen 

physiologischen Bedingunger wie belspielsweise Herzstillstond, bei denen der Ill zufolge keinerlei bewusste 

Erfohrung mehr m6gltch sein sollte. D1ese emp1nschen Argumente zeigen, doss die UT selbst unholtbar 1st, und 

sie gelten ouch fur if°'.re phys1kahstischen Konkurrenten Es g1bt jedoch Altemotiven_ die wfssenschaftlich und 

philosophisch respelctobel sind 

Eberhard Bauer 

Algumas insuficiencios conceituais e empiricos da TU 
Edward F Keliy 

Resumo: A Teoria do lnforma~Oo lntegroda sobre a consc1encia (TII) tern gerodo mu1to empolgm;ao dentro e 

fora do comunidade cientiftca, e porece a muitos a principal candidata a umo teoria sausfot6no 

fundamentoda em neurociencia de sistemas_ E uma teoria ousada, que fomece expllca<;Oes plousive1s para 

v6nos fates neurocientiflcos reconhec1dos, faz previs6es surpreendentes que vao alem do ortodoxia cientlhca 

atual, mas que sao potencialmente test6vers, e inspirou o ctesenvolvimento do que parece ser uma tecnico 

eflcaz para detector a presenc;o do consci€!nc10 em orgonlsmos incapozes de relato verbal, ta,s como animois 

n6o-numonos, recem-nascidos e adultos com o cerebro grovemente prejud1codo Apesor destas virtudes, a TII 

parece fundamentaimente imperfeita: Este artigo revisito primeiro algumas quest6es conceituais e t€'cnicas 

chave que forom levantodos onteriormente, mas que permanecem sem so!u~Oo - em particular, questOes 

relotivas ao conceito de ~mformo~Oo" do TII e sua obordogem do ·problemo dificir - e depois se concentra em 

v6nos fen6menos emplricos que a TII parece mcapaz de lidar de maneiro sotisfot6ria Estes incluem: 1. cases de 

personalidade mOltipla ou transtomo dissociot1vo de identidade em que centros comp!exos e sobrepostos de 

consciencio coocorrom em organtsmos humanos Onicos; 2. o t.racasso do intense fenomenologia dos estodos 

pslcodelicos em se refletir diretamente em atividade neuroeletrlca ossoc1odo; e, de torma mais crltko; 3. a 

ocorrencio de profundas e pessoalmente t.ransformadoros experiencios de qvase-morte (EQM) sob condl'-;Oes 

fisiol6gicas ertremos, tais como paroda cardiaca, nos quois a TH preve que nenhuma expenencta consciente 

deverio ser possivef, Estes orgumentos empfricos mostram que a Tll e, em si mesmo, insustentClvel, e se ophcam 

tombem a seus concorrentes fisicalfstos- EstOo disponiveis,- no entanto, olternativas cientificas e filos6ficcs 

respeit6veis 

Ant6mollma 

Algunas deficiencias conceptuales y empiricas de la IIT 

Edward f Kelly 

Resumen: La Teorio de !nformaci6n lntegrado de consciencio (IIT) ho generado mucho entus1osmo dentro y 
fuera de la comunidad clentitico; a muchos !es parece lo principal ospirante o una teorla sotlsfoctorio basoda 

en la neuroc1enda de sistemos. Se trata de una teoria oudoz, que proporciona explicaciones plausibles para 

vmios hechos neurocientiticos reconocidos, hace pred1cciones sorprendentes que van m6s oU6 de la ortodox10 

cientlfica actual pero que son potenciolmente comprobables, y ho inspirado el desarroHo de lo que porece ser 

una tE!cnico eficaz paro detector la presencio de la consciencia en orgonismos incapaces de informer 

verbalmente, inci-Uy.endoa--anifoales-no humonos, neonotos y adU-ltos con donas cerebroles groves. A pesof de 

estos virtudes, lo IIT porece tener defectos fundamentales: Este articulo discute en primer lugm algunos 

cuest1ones conceptuales y tecnfcas clave que se hon plonteodo ontenormente pero que s1guen sin resolverse 



-en particular, cuestiones relativas al concepto de "informaci6n" de la IIT y su enfoque sobre el "problema dificil." 
A continuaci6n, se centra en varios fen6menos empiricos que la IIT parece incapaz de resolver 
satisfactoriamente incluyendo: l. casos de personalidad multiple ode trastorno de identidad disociativo, en los 
que coexisten centres de consciencia complejos y superpuestos en un solo organismo humano; 2. el hecho de 
que la intensa fenomenologia de los estados psicodelicos no se refleja directamente en la actividad 
neuroelectrica que los acompana; y, lo que es mas importante; 3. la ocurrencia de experiencias cercanas a la 

muerte (NOE), profundas y personalmente transformadoras, en condiciones fisiol6gicas extremas tales como 
el paro cardiaco, en las que la IIT predice que no deberia ser posible ninguna experiencia consciente. Estos 
argumentos empiricos muestran que la propia IIT es insostenible y se aplican tambien a sus teor1as 
competidores fisicalistas. Sin embargo, existen alternativas cientifica y filos6ficamente respetables. 

Etzel Cardena 




